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Eagle Carrier, L02, on a cover originating in Cincinnati and going to
Wurttemberg, Germany. New York British Packet Mail circular datestamp of
January 21. Handstamp rate "30" and manuscript "45" due. Cincinnati usages
of the Eagle Carrier are scarce. This issue features an article with two
Philadelphia Eagle carrier cancellation discoveries, a new latest recorded date
for the Eagle Carrier and a new theory about the Eagle Carrier adhesives.
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Editor's Message
By

Larry Lyons

The Carrier and Locals Society held its annual meeting in Cleveland
on March 28. The March Party was a very enjoyable experience and was very
well done. Our joint dinner with the Classics Society was wonderful and was
a sell-out. The Treasurer's report given by Marty Richardson indicates our
Society is financially sound thanks to our Society auctions, special
benefactors, advertising revenue and membership dues. John Bowman is
continuing on as our President for his tenth year and will be assisted by Vice
Presidents Clifford Alexander and Byron Sandfield. Marty Richardson
continues on as our Secretary/Treasurer with this being his nineteenth year
and I will continue in the position of Editor-in-Chief, this is my tenth year
serving you. Every year I have given out a lucite Editor's Choice award and
this year's award went to Bill Sammis for his article on John J. Jerome's
Express. Congratulations Bill.

This issue features an extensive research article by Dr. Yemon Morris
which contains two new Philadelphia Eagle Carrier cancellation discoveries,
a new latest recorded date of usage and a new theory. Special thanks to Yem
for sharing this special study with us. We have coordinated with Editor Bob
Odenweller of the Collectors Club Philatelist to feature an abbreviated

version of this artiele in that joumal. I am good friends with Bob and we have
planned a few things to do together in the future in a spirit of mutual
cooperation.

Also in this issue are a Hale & Company article update by Michael
Gutman and a Sanitary Fair Stamp Forgeries Part II article by Bill Sammis.
John Bowman has contributed an article on a new Stringer & Morton's City
Despatch cover and Cliff Alexander has an article updating and simplifying
the identification of Floyd's Penny Post forgeries. Much thanks to those
author's for their contributions to our joumal.

John Bowman and Cliff Alexander have compiled a list of local posts
and carriers by state. This list, featured here, can lead a collector to build a
specialized collection. Special thanks to them for doing this work.

Continuing on my quest to explore the carriers I have included Part 1
of my article on the Baltimore Carrier adhesives.

The Penny Post bulletin hoard has been very well received so submit
your questions and highlights quickly for inclusion in our next issue.

Don't forget to consign to our next Society auction. The closing date
for submissions is May 3L'.

I hope you enjoy this issue of The Penny Post and Happy Collecting.
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Two Philadelphia Eagle Carrier Cancellation
Discoveries, New LRD, and a New Theory

By

Vernon Morris, MD

Two new discoveries of Philadelphia cancellations of the Eagle carrier
stamp have prompted a general review of the Federal carrier stamps. Several
opinions, in bold type, are offered for the philatelic community to consider,
including a new and plausible explanation for the somewhat different carrier postal
history of Philadelphia in the early 1850's.

Background

1851 General Issue

The Act of 1851, effective July 1, introduced several postal changes,
including the demonetization of the 1847 general issue adhesive stamps, the
introduction of new rates with respective denominational stamps for intercity mail,
and for the first time adhesives issued specifically for intercity carrier transmittal of
letters. In early October 1851 the blue "Franklin Carrier" adhesive inscribed
"CARRIERS" at top and "STAMP" at bottom was printed in Philadelphia by
Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co, Figure 1. On October II, 1851 a large number,
250,000, was shipped to New York, but somehow not received until April 15, 1852,'
of which only 3 have survived on cover. On the same day 50,000 were sent to New
Orleans, of which only 1 has survived on cover. Ten days later, on October 21,
1851, the nearby Philadelphia Post Office received a small amount, 10,000," 14 of
which have survived on cover. Even before this nondenominational issue was

released, however, the great similarity and confusion with the recently issued blue
1851 one cent stamp, which also depicted the likeness of Ben Franklin facing the
opposite direction, precluded it's viability as astutely observed by John C.
Montgomery of Philadelphia.^

More than sixty years later in a pamphlet by Joseph Steinmetz of
Philadelphia for his exhibit at the 1913 International Stamp Exhibition in New York,
entitled Steinmetz Miscellany, was available a considerable amount of 1851
correspondence between the Postmaster General and the contract printer including:
"2C October, 1851. Hon. N.K. Hall, Postmaster General, orders by telegram from
Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., ten thousand of General Montgomery's eagle
design."'' This order, however, was filled with Franklin carrier stamps since the
Eagle carrier stamps were not yet available.

Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, October 1973, page 5.
Perry, Elliot, "The Franklin Carrier," Collectors Club Philatelist, Vol. IX, No. 1, January
1930, Pages 1-2.
Perry, Elliot, "The Carrier Stamps of the United States; Philadelphia," Chronicle 117, Vol.
35, No. 117, February 1983, pages 28-29.
Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, November 1973, page 37.
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A new stamp with the image of an Eagle was being designed from a stock
die used by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. for banknotes before and after
October 1851. Surrounding the image was an oval inscribed "U.S.P.O. DESPATCH
- PRE-PAID ONE CENT," a face different stamp retaining the blue color selected
for the one cent denomination. The designer of the Franklin carrier and probably the
Eagle carrier stamp was E. Pitcher.^ The plate of Eagle carrier stamps was
comprised of two panes of 100 each arranged 10 by 10 shown in Figure 2. The
transfer roll contained four reliefs with entries from left to right in a horizontal row.®

One million of the Eagle Carrier stamps were ordered on October 10, 1851,^
but may not have been printed until mid November 1851. No record exists whether
the entire order was indeed printed. Since no varieties of ink or paper have been
identified, it is unlikely that additional printings occurred. Since the Franklin and
Eagle carrier stamps were part of the Federal 1851 general issue, they could be
ordered by a postmaster from the 3"* Assistant Postmaster General, who endorsed
and forwarded the order to the printer. Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., however,
charged the postmaster, who paid with funds derived from the carrier fees. Since the
carrier department paid for the stamps rather than the post office, no numerical
records were required. November 17, 1851 is the only recorded delivery date of
20,000 Eagle carrier stamps to the nearby Philadelphia Post Office. Washington DC
may have received a shipment in July 1853, as its earliest recorded example was
August 16, 1853 and latest in May of 1863.^ Cincinnati made occasional requests
for a small number of stamps which were recorded from 1854 to 1861.® One Eagle
carrier adhesive is tied by a Cleveland cds on a locally addressed cover. Kensington,
Pa. was located in Philadelphia County and may have used as many Eagle carriers as
any other city outside of Philadelphia. The Eagle Carrier has surprisingly not been
found on any genuine covers internally within or from New York.'"

The Philadelphia Carrier Department
In 1753 Benjamin Franklin established a penny post in Philadelphia" to

deliver inbound mail to a street address (one penny equaled two cents). The Act of
July 2, 1836 empowered the Postmaster General to establish a system of bonded
letter carriers who could charge a fee up to two cents for the delivery of inbound
letters. The Act of 1845 greatly reduced intercity postal rates but prohibited the
Independent Mails from charging for intercity transportation of letters. Private
enterprise subsequently redirected its efforts to intercity delivery of letters.'^

Sol, Atmann, "U.S. Stamp Designers and Engravers," Essay Proof Journal, 29:17, 1947.
Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, December 1973, page 68.
Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, November 1973, page 38.
Johnstone, Donald B., "Franklin and Eagle Carrier Stamps," Chronicle\25, Vol. 37, No.l,
February 1985, page 24.
Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, November 1973, page 37.
Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, November 1973, page 35.
Roth, Steven M., "Detecting Carrier Serviced Covers In The Fee Paid Period: A Primer,"
The Chronicle, Vol. 47, No. 4, November 1995, page 230.
Morris, Vernon R., Jr., MD., "What is a 'Drop Letter and a 'Drop Dead Letter'?",
Chronicle 200, Vol. 55, No. 3, November 2003, page 268.
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Figure 1. The blue Franklin carrier adhesive, LOl, tied by a red star on a
folded letter dated January 26,1852 locally delivered in Philadelphia.

fiS

Figure 2. A full pane of 100 of the Eagle carrier stamps, L02, with the
imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. at the bottom.
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Within four years the carrier departments of the largest cities were struggling due to
energetic private posts. The greatest disparity was in Philadelphia due to the
ambitious D.O.Blood & Co., not to mention numerous other pledging companies.

The Post Office department, however, did not respond until earlv 1849.
Postmaster General Cave Johnson had the audacitv to reduce the carrier fees bv 50%

to one cent for either collection or delivery because ''many of the letter carriers in
the cities received large sums."^^ The carrier departments in Philadelphia, New
York, Baltimore, Boston, St. Louis, Cincinnati and Charleston responded by issuing
their own carrier department adhesive stamps. By 1851 the private posts reduced
their charges down toward one cent. Postmaster General Hall used his discretionarv
power to manipulate carrier fees further. To undercut the private posts for the
collection of outbound mail, the carrier service was astonishinglv declared free.

Since delivery of inbound mail to a street address was a Post Office monopoly, the
fee was increased back to its historical two cents. City mail remained at one cent.
The Eagle carrier stamp was therefore convenient and competitive for intercity
mail, but was not necessary for letters outbound "To the Mails".''* "From the
Mails" was not practical for several reasons. Two cents was clearly objectionable,
especially with intercity rates to 3000 miles for just three cents. Except for
Cincinnati no inbound letters exist bearing two Federal carrier stamps for door
delivery.'^ Federal carrier prepayment with stamps for door delivery was a
concept ahead of it's time. In the early 1850's ninety percent of intercity mail was
still sent collect. At the destination address, the carrier collected the postage in
addition to his fee. No additional documentation on the cover was necessary. If the
intercity letter was sent prepaid, the carrier collected his own fee. The sender would
have been from a different town and generally did not have access to the speeific
carrier department stamps of the destination city. In concept, a Federal issue might
have solved this problem. Unfortunately, the carrier department's accounting was
separate from the Post Office. Federal carrier stamps were available at only a few
post offices, and were purchased bv the carrier departments for service restricted to
that citv. Not until the fee system was abolished on June 30, 1863 was "From the
Mails" service free.

The Federal carrier stamps were not eligible for intercity mail, unlike the
United States Despatch stamps used on some New York City outbound letters
between 1843 to 1845,'^ or the one cent 1851 general issue stamp {Scott Catalogue
#5 through #9), see Figure 3. As mentioned previously no Eagle carrier stamps have
been identified on New York covers. The New York carriers respected free
collection service "To the Mails," as reported in the New York Herald on August 23,
1851.'^ They understandably may not have been very happy, and apparently did not

Roth, Steven M., "Why Were Letter Carrier Fees Reduced in 1849?", The Penny Post,
Vol. 4, No. 4, October 1994, page 32.
Roth, Steven M. "Tabulation of Carrier Fees in Philadelphia During the Fee Paid Period,"
The Penny Post, Vol. 4, No. 4, October 1994, page 35.
Siegel Auction Galleries, Sale 791, June 25, 1997, Lot 22, Meyersburg.
Siegel Auction Galleries, Sale 853, December 19, 2002, Lot 2480, Johnstone.
Siegel Auction Galleries, Sale 868, November 14, 2003, Lot 2015, Gordon N. John.
Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, November 1973, page 35.
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elect to purchase Federal carrier stamps for city mail either, perhaps as a protest. A
much different and opposite behavior than in Philadelphia.

Numerous Eagle carrier Philadelphia city mail examples exist. Moreover,
many Philadelphia Eagle carrier outbound "To the Mails" examples have survived.
begging the question that under a fee system "Did the Philadelphia carriers refuse to
transport outbound letters to the Post Office for free? Most certainly, as documented
by 1 cent prepayment Eagle carrier stamps on numerous outbound covers. After all.
Blood's Despatch was getting one cent. Did the bonded government carriers disobey
a Postmaster General who was not on location? The Philadelphia carrier department
had not competed well for many years and may not have yet shared the competitive
spirit of the distant leader. Perhaps the carriers in Philadelphia negotiated with the
Postmaster General to reverse his position for them. Alternatively, the Postmaster
General may have looked the other way, or may not have been aware of a small
mutiny of sorts. The author submits that in 1851 the Philadelphia Carrier
Department ignored the Postmaster General's arbitrary and inconsistent fee
schedule and continued to operate under a "uniform 1 cent carrier fee for all
services" which had been in place for several years. Not until the Act of July 1,
1860 was Postmaster General Holt denied discretionary power over carrier fees,
officially returning "To the Mails" and "From the Mails" to 1 cent each,'*^ identical
to city mail for all of the large cities.

Although the 1851 Carrier stamps were a Federal Government general
issue, the author suggests that in many ways it was largely all about
Philadelphia. Philadelphia accounts for approximately 80% of the covers graced
with a Franklin carrier stamp. By volume of surviving Eagle carrier covers,
Philadelphia easily used more than all other cities combined. In addition, Kensington
was in Philadelphia County, and apparently used as many Eagle carrier stamps as
any of the other cities. John Montgomery almost single handedly engineered the
prompt replacement of Franklin carrier adhesives with Eagle carrier adhesives. The
printer, Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. was located in Philadelphia.
Montgomery may have personally selected the Eagle design from their stock dies. In
October of 1851 John C. Montgomery Esq. was "Chief Letter Carrier and
Superintendent of Letter Carriers of the City of Philadelphia." The Philadelphia
directories list him as postmaster from 1842-1844 and assistant postmaster in 1852
and 1853.-°

Philadelphia Cancellations

Numeral 1 in Double Octagon - New Discovery
Numerous Philadelphia cancellations have been recorded on the Eagle

carrier from 1852 through 1857 as will be reviewed including a new discovery
cancellation, the impetus for this article. The cover in Figure 4 was available in
Nutmeg sale 177 on November 14, 2008 as lot 4337. It received 2009 PEC 473120
which states "L02 1851 one cent blue single, double strike of numeral "1" in double

Roth, Steven M., "Tabulation of Carrier Fees In Philadelphia During The Fee Paid
Period," The Penny Post, Vol. 4, October 1994, page 36.

20 Perry, Elliot, The Philatelist, November 1973, page 36.
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Figure 3. The Eagle carrier stamps could not pay the postage for
intercity mail hence the 5 cts due for the postage in the Philadelphia

handstamp. This cover to Washington D.C, is dated December 23 (1852).

Figure 4. The numeral "1" in a double lined octagon cancelled the Eagle
carrier on this local cover dated June 1854. This cancel is a new

discovery and was the impetus for this research article.
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Figure 7Figure 5 Figure 6

Figure 5. is an enlargement of the number "1" handstamp on the cover
shown in Figure 4. In Figure 6, the numeral is rotated 120° and in Figure

7 we see the "1" numeral used by the Philadelphia Post Office.

Figure 8. The numeral "1" in an octagon on a cover with an Adams
Express corner, going through the Philadelphia Post Office. The cover is

dated March 22 (1855-1856).

X y / ^

Figure 9. The numeral "1" in the octagon was primarily for drop letters
but possibly also for circular charges. This cover dated September 16

(1853) was brought by carrier to the post office where it was dropped for
a post office box.
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octagon cancel, on locally addressed eover. It is genuine usage, the stamp with a
small pieee out at right." The Figure 5 enlargement more readily reveals two strikes
of the handstamp. The numeral one in double octagon in Figure 6 is rotated 120
degrees clockwise to mateh the strike on the eover. To the author's best knowledge
and research no other such example exits canceling an Eagle carrier stamp, or for

that matter in conjunction with and not eaneeling an Eagle earrier stamp.
The numeral 1 in a double oetagon was oecasionally used by the

Philadelphia Post Office. This handstamp is shown in Figure 7, and was primarily
for drop letters but possibly also for eireular and carrier charges, between 1850 to
1854 aceording to Phillips,^' and from July 10, 1850 until Deeember 9, 1853^^ with a
eurious listing as the latest date of September 5, 1856^^ by Clarke. However, since
the drop rate was not redueed to one eent until July 1, 1851, no real purpose existed
prior to that date. Some postal historians report this marking was used until 1858."^^
Figure 8 is a stampless cover showing the marking in blaek eombined with Clarke
type 63, together dating this eover between 1854 and 1856. The one eent eharge is
most likely the drop rate on a letter handed to the Post Offiee possibly by Adams
Express. As a more unlikely alternatively, it possibly may have been intended as a
city letter, and given to a earrier on route along with one eent cash for delivery to the
street address, if the handstamp devise was in the possession of the Philadelphia
Carrier Department. This marking also appears in conneetion with Philadelphia
Carrier Department adhesives as in Figure 9 reflecting the additional drop rate,
payable to the Federal Govemment,^^ for a letter held in a post office box.

The new discovery example is an envelope without eontents, although a
manuseript "June '54" doeket appears on the front. The addressee of this cover was
located within the old eity, suggesting this may be a eity letter. One eent was the
appropriate eharge for eity mail delivered to a street address, the marking thereby
only a cancellation devise with no signifieanee should the letter have aetually been
delivered to the street address. The numeral 1 in octagon, however, more strongly
suggests an additional eharge of one eent. The recipient probably requested his mail
be held at the post offiee for his retrieval and paid the drop rate of one eent, thereby
giving meaning to the marking.

Philadelphia Red Star
Figure 10 shows an Eagle carrier tied by two strikes of a red star on a cover

featuring an attraetive metallie brass advertising eomer card. The red star
cancellation is vintage Philadelphia with a distinetive eolor because its major

David G. Phillips, ed., American Stampless Cover Catalog, Vol.1 (North Miami, Fla:
David G. Phillips Publishing Co., Inc., 1987), page 346.
Clarke, Tom, A Catalog of Philadelphia Postmarks, 18"' Century to the Present, Part 3,
pages 18-19, 1991.
Clark, Tom, A Catalog of Philadelphia Postmarks, 18"' Century to the Present, Part 1,
page 17, 1991.

Shachat, Norm, Personal communications.

Morris, Vemon R., Jr., MD., "What is a 'Drop Letter' and a 'Drop Dead Letter'?" The
Chronicle 200, Vol. 55, No. 3, November 2003, page 250.
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component was cinnabar, mercuric sulfate.^^ The red star in Philadelphia was used
exclusively by the carrier department. Introduced at about the same time as the
Franklin and Eagle carrier stamps, the red star was also applied on covers indicating
payment in cash to the carrier while on his route. The earliest recorded date of a red
star handstamp marking is October 16. 1851. Figure 11.

Red Smudge

Not uncommonly were Eagle carriers stamps cancelled in Philadelphia by a
red smudge as in Figure 12, which may have evolved as a diminished and untidy
version of the red star.

Precancel

Two precancels have been recorded. Figure 13 shows the precancel as two
thin parallel penstrokes, ruled horizontally on a cover with a non-contemporaneous
1857 pencil notation, more easily appreciated on the Figure 14 enlargement. The
Figure 15 precancel is a single heavy black inked vertical line on an undated eover.
Both examples are city letters to an address within the old city of Philadelphia.

Penstroke

Eagle carrier stamps were seldom cancelled by manuscript markings such as
the example in Figure 16. This cover is very late for an Eagle carrier in Philadelphia
with a date of March 17, 1857, previously believed by the author to be the latest
documented use.

"U.S.P.O. DESPATCH"

The handstamped marking in Figure 17 {Scott Catalogue type C-32) of the
Philadelphia Carrier Department was used in the early 1850's, much like the red star
marking (a) to indicate carrier service paid in cash, and (b) to cancel carrier
adhesives. In conjunction with Eagle carrier stamps, four have been recorded in red
such as the tied example in Figure 18 addressed to the Spring Garden district, which
was located adjacent to the old city, serviced by the Philadelphia Carrier
Department, and classified as city mail. In addition three have been recorded in
black, none of which is very legible. Black was not used in Philadelphia until early
January 1854. The tied example in Figure 19 is addressed to Maine and classified as
"To the Mails," which will be addressed later in this article.

Grid in Circle

Figure 20 shows one of the few Eagle carriers tied by a black seven bar grid
in circle on a locally addressed cover.^^ Figure 21 shows an Eagle carrier stamp tied
to a piece by a black eleven bar grid in circle, the onlv known example. Most
intriguing is the combination with a Blood's Pennv Post acid tied stamp, certainly a
unique item. This issue {Scott Catalogue 15L14) is known after May of 1854. In all
likelihood this was a city letter and for some reason handled by competitors.

Johnstone, Donald B., "Franklin and Eagle Carrier Stamps," Chronicle 125, Vol. 37, NO.
1, Febmary 1985, page 23.

27 Siegel Auction Galleries, November 13, 2000, Lot 26 and 30, Hall.
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Figure 10. The Eagle carrier adhesive on this cover dated December II,
1854 is cancelled by two strikes of the red star which has a distinctive

color due to its major component of cinnabar, mercuric sulfate.

Figure 11. The earliest recorded date of a red star handstamp is October
16,1851 on this cover. The red star indicated payment in cash to the
carrier while on his route. The addressee Meredith is a known set of

correspondence.

Figure 12. An example of the red smudge cancel which may have evolved
as a diminished and untidy version of the red star.
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Figure 13. A two bar precancel on an Eagle carrier adhesive. An
enlargement is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. A two horizontal bar precancel on the Eagle carrier adhesive
from the cover shown in Figure 13.

,'^l !A,

m

Figure 15. A heavy black inked vertical line precancelled the Eagle
carrier adhesive on this local cover.
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Figure 16. Unlike other carrier adhesives, Eagle carrier stamps were
seldom cancelled by manuscript markings. This cover is dated March 17,

1857 and was previously believed by the author to he the latest
documented use.

OMECfHT

Figure 17. The U.S.P.O. DESPATCH handstamp was used by the
Philadelphia carrier department in the early 1850's to indicate carrier

service paid in cash.

c r- ̂
~ . 'fi

Figure 18. The author records four red examples of the U.S.P.O.
Despatch handstamp cancelling the Eagle carrier adhesive. This cover is

dated October 3,1853.
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Figure 19. The author records three black examples of the U.S.P.O.
DESPATCH handstamp cancelling the Eagle carrier adhesive. The black
U.S.P.O. handstamp was not used until early January 1854. This cover is

dated December 1, (1854-7).

^txo-r'W

Figure 20. An Eagle carrier tied by a black seven bar grid in a circle on a
locally addressed undated cover.

tfOi> Iff

Figure 21. An Eagle carrier tied by a black eleven bar grid in a circle, the
only recorded example. Blood's carried this either to or from the post

office and the carrier took it the other way.
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Two explanations are possible. Blood's could have delivered this example to the
Philadelphia Carrier Department for city delivery, perhaps to an outlaying district,
similar to the example shown in Figure 18, where private posts were forbidden from
intercity mail. Alternatively, the carrier department may have delivered this letter to
Blood's for city delivery.^^

Boxed Grid - New Joint Discovery
The cover shown in Figure 22 was privately carried from Riverton in

Burlington County, New Jersey to Philadelphia. Probably placed into a street
collection box with prepaid carrier service "To the Mails" and Cleveland, Ohio. The
boxed grid ''killer" handstamped marking was rarely used in Philadelphia during the
late 1850's, this possibly its earliest usage. This example was discovered by Gordon
Stimmel and the author during the research for this article. This cover is internally
dated June 29, 1857, the Latest Recorded Date in Philadelphia for an Eagle
carrier, and extends by three months the previously recognized date shown in
Figure 16. The internal contents reveal the sender to be a Quaker and one of ten
prominent Philadelphia families with a summer home in Riverton, and who
frequented Philadelphia and undoubtedly had access to Eagle carrier stamps.

Kensington CDS
Kensington, Pa was located in Philadelphia County, adjacent to the old city,

although not legally consolidated into the city of Philadelphia until 1862.^'' The
Kensington Post Office could have received its supply of Eagle carrier stamps
directly from the local printer Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. Alternatively their
source may have been the nearby Philadelphia Post Office, either directly or through
mutual patrons. Examples of contemporaneous Philadelphia Carrier Department
stamps have been recorded used in both directions between the two post offices as
shown in Figures 23 and 24 revealing the close working relationship between the
two. Figure 25 depicts a cover which originated in Kensington, bears an Eagle
carrier stamp tied by a red Kensington circular datestamp, and addressed to
Delaware. For completeness, a very attractive Eagle carrier tied by red numeral 3
from Kensington exists but which did not receive a good Philatelic Foundation
certificate.^"

Philadelphia CDS
Figure 26 demonstrates an Eagle carrier tied by a blue Philadelphia circular

datestamp classified by Tom Clark as number 62^'on a locally addressed cover.

28

29

30

Shachat, Norm, Personal communications.

Flack, Wylie Fl., An Introduction To The Postal History ofPhiladelphia and Philadelphia
County, The Associated Stamp Clubs of Southeastern Penna. & Delaware, Inc., 1978,
page 15.
Siegel Auction Galleries, November 13, 2000, Lot 23, Hall, April 24, 2001 PFC 365933
reads "Genuine usage of the 3 cent stamp, but carrier stamp did not originate and the tying
cancellation is counterfeit."

Clarke, Tom, A Catalog ofPhiladelphia Postmarks, 18''' Centuiy to the Present, Part 1,
page 16-17, 1991.
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Figure 22. Eagle carrier tied by a "killer" handstamp. The cover is dated

June 29,1857 and is the latest date the author records for an Eagle
carrier in Philadelphia.

T&'yA/i
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Figure 23. A folded letter from Kensington to Philadelphia with a
Philadelphia carrier department adhesive. For a cover traveling in the

opposite direction see Figure 24.

Figure 24. A cover from Philadelphia to Kensington with a Philadelphia
carrier department adhesive. For the opposite direction see Figure 23.
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Figure 25. Cover bearing an Eagle carrier to Delaware which originated
from Kensington. Kensington used Eagle carrier adhesives.

/ ̂
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Figure 26. Eagle carrier tied on a local cover dated February 28 (1852-3)
by a blue Philadelphia circular datestamp. The author surmises the
carrier must have had access to this standard circular datestamp

because the letter did not go through the post office.

( jO-.—XJLTA"'' •

Figure 27. An example demonstrating that the Postmaster General's
1851 order of free carrier service "to the mails" was ignored. The Eagle
carrier adhesive paid the carrier fee on this June 15 (1852-3) cover to

Massachusetts.
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Apparently, the Philadelphia Carrier Department must have had access to the
standard circular datestamps of the Philadelphia Post Office. The Eagle carrier
stamp did not pay for a conceivable drop rate, as otherwise possibly suggested by
this marking (same town postmark as the addressee). Eagle carrier stamps, although
Federal issues, were purchased bv the carrier department, and not for service at the
main post office. Since no specific street address is listed, should the carrier have
mistakenly transported this example to the Main Post Office as a "drop letter," an
additional one cent would be due and handstamped with numeral 1 in double
octagon for a total cost of two cents. As a postal history exercise, should such a
hypothetical letter not be picked up in two days, carrier delivery from the Post
Office would cost an additional two cents for a total of four cents. The Carrier

Department was designed just for this purpose, to bvpass the main Post Office.^^

Usage

"To the Mails"

Since the Postmaster General ordered free carrier service "To the Mails" in

1851, Eagle Carrier stamps were not necessarv on outbound letters, don't exist from
New York, and shouldn't exist from Philadelphia. The following are four Eagle
carrier examples, each with a different postal history form of intereity mail. The
Eagle carrier stamp in Figure 27 is combined with a three cent adhesive with each
tied by a separate blue Philadelphia cds, Clarke type 62, fully prepaying the Carrier
Department and the Post Office Department to Massachusetts. Figure 28 is fully
prepaid by a Nesbit envelope and Eagle carrier, together tied by Clarke 63a, also to
Massachusetts. Figure 29 documents Eagle carrier prepayment with a typical red
star cancel on an envelope to New Jersey which is separately handstamped by a red
Clark type 67b handstamp reflecting the "mail three cent prepaid rate as cash at the
Post Office, in all probability by the carrier on behalf of the sender. Figure 30 shows
an Eagle carrier tied by red star separate from the blue Philadelphia cds, Clarke 73,
on envelope to New York; prepayment was made only to the Carrier Department,
leaving the "postage" cost to the recipient who was charged the 5 cent undiscounted
collect rate.

Trans-continental

Two covers are recorded with Eagle carrier stamps which crossed the North
American continent. At that time the intercity rate for over 3000 miles was double, 6
cents prepaid or 10 collect. Figure 31 demonstrates the fully prepaid "To the Mails"
transcontinental charge with an Eagle carrier cancelled by red smudge. The sender in
Figure 32, however, may not have been aware of the proper rate since he prepaid
the carrier and only half of the postage, leaving a single rate collect and
undiscounted at "Due 5 cents" from the recipient.

Perry, Elliot, "The Carrier Stamps of the United States; Philadelphia, "The Chronicle 115,
Vol. 34, No. 3, August 1982, page 176.
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Figure 28. Another example of the collection of a carrier fee violating the
Postmaster General's order. This cover is dated November 25,1853 and

is fully prepaid by the Nesbitt envelope.

Figure 29. Another example of the collection of a carrier fee violating the
Postmaster General's order. This cover is separately handstamped by a
red Philadelphia handstamp which reflects the maiF3cts./PAID" rate as
prepaid in cash at the post office probably by the carrier on behalf of the

sender.

Figure 30. The carrier was paid to take this July 14 (1853) cover to the
post office. The postage cost was left to the recipient who was charged

the 5 cts undiscounted collect rate.
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Transatlantic

Ten covers with an Eagle carrier stamp are addressed to Europe, one of
which was privately handled. Of the remaining nine, four originated in Philadelphia
and all to the same correspondence in Liverpool. Furthermore, the example shown in
Figure 33 is the only Eagle carrier cover in combination with the 12 cent general
issue stamp, which may be the quintessential Philadelphia Eagle carrier cover.

Earliest Recorded

The earliest recorded Eagle carrier cover has been reported to be January 3,
1852.^^ Although the final six weeks of 1851 may conceivably have been possible,
definitive evidence of an 1851 usage is very difficult and has not been proven as
most Eagle carrier examples are on envelopes without originally dated contents.

Several 1852 examples exist, many determined by deductive analysis, such as
Figure 31 and Figure 32. They are tied by a blue Philadelphia circular datestamp
classified by Tom Clarke as number 62; with earliest know date of August 5, 1846
and latest know date of June 12, 1853. Figure 31 is therefore 1852, the only year in
which the July 2"*^ datestamp and period of issue overlap. Likewise, Figure 32 also
can only intersect in 1852 since a November 15, 1851 franking would have been two
days prior to the arrival of Eagle carrier adhesives at the Philadelphia Carrier
Department on November 17, 1851.

Overlap with Philadelphia Carrier Department Adhesives

For two years the Philadelphia Carrier Department sold typeset adhesive
stamps. By March of 1851 they issued a more attractive lithographed series, which
was in use through 1853, the latest recorded on September 16. 1853 and shown
previously in Figure 8. For several years beyond that date Carrier Department
handstamps were used. Therefore, October of 1851 through September of 1853
can be viewed as a transition period of overlap and concurrent use of the
Philadelphia lithographed stamps and the Federal Eagle carrier stamps, with
decreasing use of the former and increasing use of the latter. Most Eagle carrier
covers can usually be dated by Clarke type to a limited period of time usually a few
years and rarely by itself a single year. Since the sample pool of Eagle Carrier
stamps on cover is finite, correlation with the concurrent Philadelphia Carrier
Department stamped covers for usage and postal history facilitates a more

comprehensive retrospective analvsis.

Mysteries

Forwarded Philadelphia to New Jersey
Figure 34 is a letter from Delafield, Wisconsin, with December 14 cds and

matching "PAID 3" in arc, manuscript dated 1854, and addressed to a reverend in
Philadelphia. The letter was subsequently forwarded to a second address in
Burlington, New Jersey, with companion black Clark 76a cds of December 19"^
combined with an Eagle carrier tied by red smudge. The Carrier Department
probably discovered relocation of the reverend, perhaps by his representative at the

Lyons, Larry, Personal communications about a dated meeting announcement.
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Figure 31. A fully prepaid "to the mails" transcontinental cover dated
July 2 (1852) with an Eagle carrier cancelled by a red smudge. Only two

transcontinental covers are recorded with Eagle carrier stamps.

Figure 32. A "to the mail" transcontinental cover dated November 15
(1851-2) with the rate only half paid leaving a single rate collect and

undiscounted at "due 5 cents" from the recipient. Only two
transcontinental covers are recorded with Eagle carrier stamps.

-A —
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Figure 33. A transatlantic cover with an Eagle carrier. One of ten
recorded but only this one has the postage to England paid with the 12-

cent general issue stamps.
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Figure 34. Cover dated December 14,1854 from Delafield, Wisconsin to
Philadelphia and redirected to Burlington, New Jersey. The postage was

"collect" from Philadelphia for the second leg of the journey. The
mystery is why did the carrier only get one cent for going back and forth

to/from the post office?
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Figure 35. Another mystery cover. The letter originated in New York on
August 10,1853 and is addressed to Kensington. The carrier stamp is
tied by a red smudge cancel but how was the carrier involved in this

service?
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door who may have applied the Eagle carrier stamp for its return "To the Mails," but
Postage collect at the undiscounted 5 cents rate for the second leg of this journey.
This explanation, however, does not satisfy the carrier service provided on the
inbound Philadelphia "From the Mails" to the street location declared two versus the
one cent "uniform 1 cent carrier fee for all services" theory, and back to the post
office for a total of two cents minimum; or divine providence reduced the total
carrier consideration to one cent as if citv mail was to and from the post office.

New York to Kensington
Figure 35 is an example originating in New York, addressed to

"Kensington, Philadelphia" with a red New York PAID 3 circular datestamp.^'' The
Eagle carrier stamp is just barely tied by a red smudge, a not uncommon
Philadelphia cancel. Several conceivable explanations may be considered. City mail
at first examination can be disqualified because the city of origin and delivery must
be the same. Against the New York "To the Mails" theory is that the service was
free, and has never been identified in New York. ̂ ^Also, the red smudge was not a
New York carrier department cancel. Philadelphia "From the Mail" to the
Kensington address is possible although underpaid. However, the Philadelphia and
Kensington carriers were apparently operating under the 1849 and not 1851
discretionary fees of the Postmaster General, with all carrier fees set at one cent.
More unlikely, the sender in New York may have possessed some Carrier stamps
and was hopeful that the Philadelphia carriers would accept them as payment for
"From the Mails". Even if the New York Carrier Department sold some Eagle
carrier stamps the remuneration for service was not transferable to the Philadelphia
carriers who would have performed the service. The red smudge was indeed a
common Philadelphia cancel. The address is somewhat ambiguous including both
Kensington and Philadelphia (not Pennsylvania). Perhaps the letter arrived in
Philadelphia to be sent as citv mail to Kensington.

"From the Mails"

Carrier delivery of intereity mail was generally never prepaid, but collect at
the door in cash. Exceptions are conceivably possible on correspondence by a
thoughtful friend or family member, probably in a nearby community, who may
have frequented Philadelphia himself and obtained the stamps directly from a friend
or the Philadelphia Carrier Department. The Meversburg collection contained two
such examples. An Eagle carrier stamp with red star cancel not tied to an 1856 cover

from Doylestown, Pa, approximately 23 miles north of Philadelphia,^'' to a

34

35

36

United States Postal Service zip code calculations.
No genuine New York use during the period exists. An 1876 reprint LOS off cover
received an opinion on September 11, 2008 PFC 468531 for an used, New York 1880's
double oval cancel "It is a genuine Scott LOS, but the cancel is philatelic, and does not
represent a carrier usage."
Siegel Auction Galleries, November 13, 2000, Sale 830, Lot 23, Hall.
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Philadelphia street address, but which did not receive a good PFC.^^ Additionally, an
Eagle carrier stamp with black penstroke again not tied on an advertising cover from
Wilmington, Delaware, approximately 30 miles south of Philadelphia, to a
Philadelphia address exists. Although described in the auction catalog as "To the
Mails" Wilmington use, both covers may have been "From the Mails" use in
Philadelphia.^^ Unfortunately, these two Eagle carrier examples are not tied to the
cover.

Two other contemporaneous examples, however, each bear a single
Philadelphia Carrier Department stamp tied to an inbound letter and are certainly
prepaid "From the Mails" New York, 80 miles northeast of Philadelphia, see Figure
36,^^ and "From the Mails" Downingtown, 32 miles west of Philadelphia."^" In these
two cases the Philadelphia Carrier Department could rest assured the prepayment
was received by them, unlike Eagle carrier stamps which could have been purchased
in New York for conceivable service in Philadelphia. These two, nonetheless,
confirm the author's position that the Philadelphia Carrier Department
autonomously continued the 1849 one cent carrier fee for all service, including
"From the Mails." Perhaps the inbound Eagle carrier letters from Wilmington and
Doylestown should be reconsidered as the sender could not have purchased Eagle
carrier stamps in the town of origination. The author submits that Philadelphia
Carrier Department stamps and Eagle carrier stamps occasionally found their
way by regional business, communication, and travel within a range of 30 to
perhaps 80 miles from the old city of Philadelphia, and that prepaid "From the
Mails" did exist including Eagle carrier stamps.

Conclusion

An important comer of the Philadelphia postal history legacy houses the
Eagle carrier covers, a relatively narrow slice of the broad spectrum that shines
strong. The Franklin and Eagle carrier adhesive stamps were a novel, short lived, but
not insignificant component of the 1851 General Issue of the Federal Government.
The vast majority of surviving covers come from the Philadelphia area, without
which precious few examples would exist. Philadelphia was a major force in the
Eagle carrier stamp creation and deployment, although just a "flash in the pan."

The fee svstem with separate accounting was quite provincial and too

restrictive to be compatible with a large scale Federal carrier prepavment plan.

The Eagle carrier stamps were most useful for city mail. The author submits that in
1851 the Philadelphia Carrier Department ignored the Postmaster General's
discretionary privilege over the carriers and continued with the fee system already in
place during the prior few years. This plausible explanation accounts for the
many and varied "To the Mails" usages not found in any other city, and which
have not been satisfactorily explained but rather avoided in the philatelic

Siegel Auction Galleries, June 25, 1997, Sale 791, Lot 57, Meyersburg; August 20, 1997
PFC 317217 reads "Genuine usage of the 3 cent stamp tom in half but the carrier stamp
did not originate on this cover."
Siegel Auction Galleries, June 25, 1997, Sale 791, Lot 72, Meyersburg.
Siegel Auction Galleries, May 13, 2000, Sale 824, Lot 377, Rarities 2000.
Siegel Auction Galleries, November 15, 2006, Sale 925, Lot 1248, Kuphal.
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Figure 36. A "from the mails" carrier service dated February 15,1852
paid by the blue 7LB12 adhesive. Unlike the Eagle carrier the

Philadelphia carrier department could rest assured the prepayment by
this adhesive was received by them.

literature. "From the Mails" use was not practical for several reasons. This
Philadelphia "uniform one cent carrier fee for all services" theory gives
credence, however, to "From the Mails" Philadelphia Eagle carrier covers, the
few of which may have been heretofore considered bogus. The 1851 to 1853 period
was a transition for the Philadelphia Carrier Department away from their own
stamps in favor of the new Eagle carrier issue, which ran their course in 1857. This
article presents two new discovery Eagle carrier cancellations and a new Latest
Recorded Date of use of the Eagle carrier stamps in Philadelphia. The Federal
Carrier stamps represent a rewarding collection and research area where new
discoveries after 150 years are still possible. Many thanks for assistance from Norm
Shachat, Gordon Stimmel, Larry Lyons, and Tom Mazza. Any eandidates for
"earliest recorded date" and/or additional caneellations should be gratefully sent to
Vern Morris, 128 South Huckleberry Lake Drive, Sebring, FL 33875. A condensed
and more readable version of this material is being concurrently published in the
Collectors Club Philatelist, May/June 2009 Volume thanks to the professional
cooperation of the respective editors, Larry Lyons and Bob Odenweller of the New
York Collectors Club.
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Sanitary Fair Stamp Forgeries: Part II
By

William W. Sammis

In the July 2008 issue of The Penny Post Larry Lyons wrote authoritatively
about Samuel Allen Taylor's forgeries of the Sanitary Fair stamps'. In addition to
Taylor other artists/forgers have contributed in this area. Some of their forgeries are
common enough that many of our members will have previously encountered them.

51

f V

TLN. CENTS

Baza.ar t

T CN CibTS"
i

Genuine Taylor
Forgery "Type B'

Figure 1.

The Albany Bazaar Post Office
Taylor's forgeiy of this stamp (Figure 1.), covered in the referenced article

by Larry Lyons, is referred to by both Elliott Perry^ and the Scott's Specialized
Catalog^ as forgery "Type B". Perry notes that light to heavy inking gave various
examples of Taylor's forgery different appearances and Perry at least entertained the
possibility that Taylor used more than one wood block for the stamp.

Forgery B has no shading in front or in back of the eagle, and on most
copies there is a "V," or just the bottom of the "V," below the eagle's tail. Like most
Taylor forgeries, it comes in a variety of colors and colored papers. It has been noted
on white porous paper with blue, dark green and light green ink colors. It has been
noted in light blue on off-white paper, and it has been noted on surface colored
paper in black on orange, black on pink, red on blue and red on gray.

In addition to Taylor's forgery. Perry and Scott mention two others. Perry
illustrates and Scott describes forgery "Type A" (Figure 2.). There is shading
around the eagle (like the original but unlike Taylor's forgery) but the pronounced
topknot on the head of the bird serves as an easy identification. The quality of this

Larry Lyons. "Sanitary Fair Stamps - The Taylor Forgeries" The Penny Post July 2008
16(3): 46-52.
Elliott Perry. Pat Paragraphs, 1981 Bureau Issues Association: 577-584.

Specialized Catalogue of U.S. Stamps & Covers, Scott Publishing Co.: various editions.
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lithographed stamp is very good, on a par with the genuine stamp. It is known in red,
blue and black on white paper and, according to the cited sources, was printed

Bazaar

TIN CENTS

' .i lL

Bazaar ^

ptN CENTSl
*"• - .-i

Forgery "Type A' Forgery "Type C"

Figure 2.

in sheets of 30 (6 x 5). Perry makes an interesting statement concerning a form
containing this forgery and two others: "An impression exists containing this design
and two others - the Swarts and Price counterfeit types illustrated - with a wide
space between each." Can any members offer more information?

Perry and Scott's "Type C" (Figure 2.) again shows shading around the
eagle. As on forgery "Type A" there is a topknot but it is less pronounced. There are
two lines of shading above "POST". Unlike the original or the other forgeries the top
shading line is the longer of the two and it approaches the "B" of "Bazaar". Scott
notes a period within the "C" of "CENTS", the lettering being smaller. This forgery
has been noted in blue, green and red on white paper.

Unlike Type A, there is pronounced shading in front of the eagle, and the
eagle appears to be perched on an egg on top of the rock.

Genuine

sRNrr/\Ry

TAOl
PO/STAjSE. .

Taylor Forgery

Figure 3.
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Brooklyn Sanitary Fair
Perry shows three examples of the forgeries of this stamp, all of which

appear to be inking varieties of Taylor's forgery (Figure 3.).

SAN/TARV

fAim

•  ̂

Figure 4.

Figure 4 is a different forgery and may be the one referred to in Scott's as
the "Type B" forgery and is certainly uncommon. It is more faithful to the genuine
stamp than is Taylor's forgery but still with obvious shortcomings. The middle
arrowhead is not closed (like the genuine stamp) and is narrower than Taylor's
effort. The "I" and "R" of "FAIR" are joined as are the "T" and "A" of
"POSTAGE". The center of the "A" in "FAIR" is closed creating an oval with a
small diagonal crossbar running through it. This is the only example I have
encountered and is printed in purple on white paper.

Let us know.
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stringer & Morton's City Dispatch
A New Cover

By

John D. Bowman

All Rights Reserved

DESPATCH

<5^

Figure 1.

In 1997, Steven Roth wrote a definitive census of Baltimore private posts.'
Stringer & Morton (Scott No. 134L1) was listed, and two covers were described
with the above handstamp. One was a stampless cover, ex-Boker, dated Oct. 24,
1850, to Philadelphia with a manuscript "5". The other had this handstamp plus the
134L1 on the same cover, ex-Boker, no date, and a local use in Baltimore.

Another stampless cover is known due to the dispersal of the Calvet Hahn
collection by Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries. It is actually a circular dated
January 1851. See Figures 2 and 3. Hahn noted that it was the latest of three such
handstamps known. Roth noted in a footnote that Denwood Kelly, the noted
collector of Baltimore private posts, owned a second item but no additional
information is known about this item.

It is possible that the three items listed above are all the known uses of this
handstamp, one being on cover with the adhesive stamp. Readers are urged to reply
if they have additional information on this handstamp tojbowman@stx.rr.com.

According to DH Kendall in Maryland Postal History, 1984, page 217,
Stringer's & Morton's City Despatch was in operation from Oct. 16, 1850 to Jan. 21,
1851, when "it was closed down due to lack of patronage." Cal Hahn, in his note
with this cover, stated "First ad was 10/19/1850 for firm Stringer & Morton 206
Baltimore St. between Charles and Light. It was also in 1851 directory. Ad 1/21/51.
3 stampless known. This is latest. 25mm black."

Kendall goes on to say that "the proprietors, who have never been identified,
also conducted an express business which continued in operation for a few weeks
after the closing of the Despatch Post. In addition to the one type of adhesive stamp,
a circular handstamp was used to indicate prepayment of the company's postal
charge... This handstamp was generally used on bulk mail (circulars, notices, etc.)
in lieu of the adhesive stamp, and occasionally struck on a regular letter, handed in
at the company's office. One cover is on record on which the handstamp was used to
cancel the private adhesive stamp, although generally no attempt was made to
obliterate the stamp."

'  Roth, Steven M. "Census with Occasional Commentary: Covers Carried by Private Mail
Posts in Baltimore, Maryland." The Chronicle 173, Vol. 49, No. 1, Feb 1997, 11-22.
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Kendall's remarks seem reasonable, but this author has not been able to

confirm all of his observations. If three or less covers exist, his observations must
stem from unstated sources.
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Figure 2. The front of the circular shown in Figure 3. This was owned by Cal
Hahn. The pencil notations on the back (top here) were made by Cai Hahn.
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Figure 3. Inside of Figure 2 we find a circular dated January 1851.
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Hale & Company 1843-1845 Update
By

Michael Gutman

As I remarked in my Hale book published in 2005, 1 hoped that the book
would stimulate collectors to examine their collections closely and bring forward
new findings. 1 was hoping for a flood but only a trickle has occurred. Three new
handstamps have emerged and what I postulated as 75L6 in my book has now been
recognized by the Scott Specialized Catalogue. Many thanks to the Society and
John Bowman for making the latter happen.

The three handstamps have been given the nomenclature F-13A, F-43A and
C-lOA and are described in this article. A discussion of the 75L6 follows as well.

F-13A: F-5 through F-13 are the eleven Boston office forwarding
handstamps that contain dates ranging from April 26 (1845) to May 19 (1845).
These handstamps are all quite rare with only 16 covers recorded in all. In a recent
public auction 1 found the date of May 21 with no description indicating this date
was present. I have given this date the F-13A nomenclature. Perhaps there are still
more dates lurking out there yet to be discovered. Figure 1 shows the discovery
cover. It is internally dated May 21, 1845.

Figure 1: F-13A Boston to New York City Dated May 21, 1845.

F-43A: This Holliston Massachusetts forwarding handstamp emerged just
as 1 was completing my book in 2005. It is shown in Figure 168A on page 180 in
my book and again here in Figure 2. The handstamp reads "HALE &
CO'S'VHOLLISTON/MAIL" in red ink. I recently purchased this cover from a
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Siegel auction and upon examining it discovered that the date is actually January 27,
1845, not January 28 as shown in my book.

The design is different from any of the Hale forwarding handstamps but is
most similar to the F-42 and F-43 handstamps and therefore I have given it the F-
43A nomenclature. As shown in Figure 2, the 75L5 is tied to the cover with a red
Boston P-4 paid handstamp and bears a manuscript "h" cancel, presumably standing
for Holliston. This is the only copy of this handstamp known at this time.

• •«

Figure 2: F-43A Holliston to Andover, Massachusetts dated January 27,1845.

C-IOA: This listing has been reported in The Penny Post previously. It was
discovered by the eagle eyes of Bill Sammis and is identical to the New Bedford C-
10 collect handstamp except that the amount is 6 1/4 cents and not 6 cents. The
EKU for C-10 is August 30, 1844 (earlier than noted in my book) but the C-lOA is
on a letter dated July 27, 1844 and is shown in Figure 3. All known C-lO's are in
red ink while the C-lOA is in black ink. My suspicion is that Hale's agent, Amos
Bates, may have been using the handstamp on his own New Bedford to Boston
express letters and mistakenly placed it on a Hale letter.
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Figure 3: C-lOA New Bedford to Augusta, Maine Dated July 27, 1844.

75L6: Perhaps the most important addition is the acceptance by the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of the 75L6 adhesive. This stamp has been in my possession
for many years, having purchased the cover on which it resides many years ago in a
Richard Frajola auction. It is shown in Figure 19 on page 32 of my book and again
here in Figures 4 and 5.

To recap the overprint story, the 75L3 and 75L4 overprints on the 75L2 and
75L1 respectively, were discovered in the 1890's, almost fifty years after Hale
ceased operation. Both are overprinted "CITY DESPATCH/OFFICE/23 State St.".
Neither are known on cover. The 75L6 was discovered on a cover from Boston to

New York City dated June 22, 1844 shown in Figure 5. The overprint reads
"OFFICE/23 State St." and the handstamp is on the 75L5. It may or may not be the
same handstamp as on the 75L3 and 75L4 or it may have been altered to reflect the
new Boston address for Hale as he had moved his offices from 13 Court St. to 23

State St. in May 1844. As can be seen in Figure 4, the overprint is somewhat
obscured by the F-14 Boston forwarding handstamp and is in correct orientation
with respect to the stamp although the stamp is placed inverted on the cover.

Figure 4: 75L6 Overprint "OFFICE/23 State St.'
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Figure 5: 75L6 Boston to New York City Dated June 22,1844.

I am quite sure there are more discoveries to be made in the Hale world.
They are likely buried in postal history collections that are not independent mail
collections and some may reside outside the United States. We'll just have to be
patient and let time work on getting them to surface.
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An Exhibition Collection

what do these philatelists have in eommon>

VISION. When it came time to consign their stamps and

-* r ^ postal history to atlction, they trusted
Wtlham McCarren

International to translate that vision

Michael D. Rubin into their own Exhibition Collection Sale
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Local Posts Literature

and Auction Catalogs
Listed below is a sampling of the titles available from our inventory

of Locals and Carriers related titles.

For a complete listing visit our website: www.jameslee.com.

Books
• The Fresno and San Francisco Bicycle Mail of1894, Cooper, 1982, 134p, HB. $50.00

• The Chatham Square Post Offices and Swarts City Dispatch Post, Hall, 1941, 34p, CC. $10.00

• Handbook of Private Local Posts, Hurt & Williams, 1947 ed., 169p, HB. Covers local posts of

the world (Billig's handbook no. 6). $40.00

• Boyd's Local Posts in New York City: 1844-1882. Patton, 49p, CC. $15.00

• The Local Posts in Brooklyn, NY: 1844-1882, Patton, 28p, CC. $10.00

• Private Local Posts of the United State: Volume 1 - New York State, Patton, 1967, 350p, HB.

$45.00

• U.S. Letter Carrier Stamps of Philadelphia under the Fee System, Perry, 1954, 1 Bp, CC. $ 10.00

• Byways of Philately: Privately Owned Posts and Early Locals, Perry & Hale, 1966, 281p, HB.

$37.50

• One Hundred Years Ago, Perry & Hale, 1942, 68p, CC. Story of City Dispatch Posts. $30.00

' Pat Paragraphs, Perry, 1981 reprint, 648p, HB. $55.00

Auction Catalogs
• Amb. J. William MiddendorfH Collection of Carriers and Locals, Frajola net price sale no. 4, •

1990, 787 lots, illustrated. $25.00

'Alfred Caspary Collection of U.S. Carriers and Locals, HRH, 1957, 1046 lots. $40.00

• Cyril F. dos Passos Collectioit, Robbins, 1981, 299 lots of Boyd's, Hussey's and Swart's. $15.00

• Josiah K. Lilly Collection - Part V, Siegel, 1967, 402 lots of locals and carriers. $35.00

• David Golden Collection of U.S. Carriers and Locals, Siegel, 1999, 1620 lots. Two vol. HB

$100.00. Three vol. SB in slip case $75.00.

Order by phone, fax or e-mail. Terms: check, Visa or Master Card
info with order. Shipping: $5.00 for the first book, $1.00 for each
book thereafter. Foreign orders: additionai postage.

James E. Lee LLC

P. C. Box 36-LG, Cary iL 60013-0036
(847) 462-9130 • Fax (847) 462-9140
E-mail: jim@jameslee.com

Visit our website: www.jameslee.com
Use this direct link to check our large stock of Confederate literature:

www.jameslee.com/books.htm
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U.S. Postal History.
When selling or buying, come to the firm that
has been a key purveyor of America's great
classic covers since our inception in 1940.

Are you on our catalog mailing list?

cJ. t i- rx-i c

//A- / C. /a J

Your collection deserves the

attention of the Harmer expert
philatelists and auctioneers. Call
us to learn the many ways we can

help you achieve the highest
possible value when you

are ready to sell.

Ksl. 19411 .

H.R. Harmer, Inc
www.hrhanner.com

5 Francis J. Clarke Drive

Bethel, CT 06801 USA

Phone: 203.702.8490 | Fax: 203.702.8491

E-Mail: hrharmer@hrharmer.com
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U.S. postal history your cup of tea?
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Few firms anywhere sell
as much of it as we do.

Become a Nutmeg bidder
and see for yourself.

T&ijT.
^«4

CATALOGS
They're yours
FREE always.

Special Note to Buyers of Great Material: Someone

told us recently that there are still some serious col

lectors who haven't availed themselves of the rather

fantastic opportunity to become a bidder in Nutmeg's

world famous Mail Auctions.

What? How can that be?

Here's the deal. Find a postal card (or get on your

computer) right now and send us this message: "Send

catalog." Two little words.

Those two little words might just be the best ones

you've uttered since you said. "I do!" They'll open up

doors you never dreamed of, Why? Because no one

consistently offers the kinds of fabulous stamps and

covers we do!

N

Unitr.1 Sl>k'>L. Gra
HJ.U.. Sump. &
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PaxiJ Hixmv

uf
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U.S., US.. US. and more US.

Thousands of lots. All the time.

(But wait. We do foreign, too!)

Call Toll Free

1-800-522-1607

for your free catalog.

utmeg Stamp Sales
5 Francis J. Clarke Circle
Bethel. CT 06801

Emaii: info@nutmegstamp.com

Look for us on the Web: www.nutmegstamp.com
An Escala Group Company
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Index of Literature in the English Language
that Describes Postage Stamp Forgeries, Fakes,
Reprints, Fraudulent Postal Markings, and

Other Obliterations

by Theodore M. Tedesco,
rd

Philatelic Literature Review^ 3 Quarter, 2008

Article Review

By
John D. Bowman

This article is Part 14 of Theodore Tedesco's massive literature index that

updates the Rickett's Index of forgeries. This part includes Addendum: U.S.
Carriers Stamps, U.S. Local Stamps to Hail & Mills' Despatch Post, New York,
NY.

Tedesco states that the Addendum "is a list of literature published post-
1930." He goes on to refer the reader to Calvet Hahn's "Incunabula" series in the
Collector's Club Philatelist from 1993 until 1994. This series is truly a fundamental
part of the reference library of any serious student of US carriers, locals and
independent mail along with their imitations.

Oft-cited references include The Identifier by Larry Lyons, The Penny Post,
Pat Paragraphs by Elliott Perry, Album Weeds, Robson Lowe's The Philatelist, and
Scott's U.S. Specialized Catalogue.

The citations are in alphabetical order by type of post, and include Scott
catalog numbers. Overall, this is a most useful addition for collectors of this material
to determine if they have a sufficient reference collection to serve their research and
study needs.

Membership in the American Philatelic Research Library is a nominal fee
and carries many benefits. 1 suggest you check it out at:

http://www.stamplibrarv.org/thelibrarv/lib ahouttheaprl.htm.
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Floyd's Penny Post
Simplified Identification Tips

By
Clifford Alexander

One of the most intimidating local posts projects for forgery collectors is to
identify the varieties of Floyd's Penny Post, which was established in Chicago in
early July 1860 by John R. Floyd and operated under different owners until late
1862. George Flussey apparently acquired the original plates within months after the
post closed and began making reprints. In addition to the ubiquitous reprints in six
colors (blue, brown, green, black, red and pink) and multiple shades of reprints,
there are at least 15 different forgeries. Fourteen are listed in Larry Lyons'
Identifier,^ and one modern forgery was identified by John Halstead in The Penny
Post. Identifying the different types of forgeries on its face appears to be a daunting
task. Some collectors try to avoid this post's forgeries at all costs. But each forgery
type in fact has one or two unique features that can help simplify the task.

Distinguishing between Floyd's originals and reprints can be difficult. An
excellent discussion of the subject is found in Gordon Stimmell's article "Exploring
Enigmas in Floyd's Penny Post."^ First, the originals were printed only in three
colors: blue, brown and green. As a result, all black and shades of red stamps that
have the characteristics of the original must be reprints.

Color can help identify original brown and green stamps, which apparently
come from one printing for each. They were "chalky grey green" and "pale chalky
brown." The blue is more difficult because both the original and reprint comes in a
number of shades. Gordon Stimmell wrote that his blue originals consistently
measure ".0022" and reprint are on thicker paper that measures ".0028"to ".0038"
thick. Of course, the one certain way to tell an original is if it has a genuine cancel.

Original: Reprint:

Forgery A:

The top arms of the "Y" in FLOYD'S" are spread very
wide, and the right arm is slightly shorter and narrower
than the left. The reprints may show flaws.

The left arm of the "Y" in PENNY" is narrower than the right, and
the bottom of the "S" in "POST" is bigger than the top.

'  Lyons, Larry, The Identifier for Carriers, Locals, Fakes, Forgeries & Bogus Posts, Vol. I-
111 (1998).

^  Stimmell, Gordon, Exploring Enigmas in Floyd's Penny Post, The Penny Post, Vol. 7,
No. 1, P- 4 (Jan. 1997).
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Forgery B:

Forgery C:

Forgery D:

Forgery E:

Forgery F:

The hair part is wider and higher, and the apostrophe looks like a
boomerang.

The ornament to the right of the "PENNY POST" label looks like a
reverse comma.

Forgery C-1:

This is a heavily inked version of Forgery C in which the man's
eyes and some other features are totally blackened out.

The "Y" has very short arms, and a small opening; and there is a
white 2 mm vertical flaw below the left side of the moustache.

Forgery D-1:

There is a 3 mm white flaw at the top of the right border.

There are no shade or scroll lines outside the oval at the right.

The "S" in FLOYD'S" is very small and the bottom loop is larger
than the top loop.
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Forgery G:

Forgery FI:

Forgery I:

Forgery J:

Forgery J-1:

Forgery J-2:

Forgery K:

At the center of the man's hair, there is a white inverted triangle
with a 1mm arc line in it.

At the center of the man's hair, there is a white inverted triangle
with a dot in it, instead of an arc line.

The man appears to have a handlebar moustache and a goatee.

The "S" in "FLOYD'S" is very long and leans left.

There is a dark flaw in the oval above the lines to the left.

This is a heavily inked version of J and the moustache is solidly
black.

The "S" in post leans toward the "T," and there is no apostrophe
after the "D" in FLOYD'S."
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Forgery K-1:

Forgery K-2:

Forgery L:

Forgery M:

Forgery O:

The "S" in "POST" leans towards the "T," and there is a white

flaw after the "S" in "FLOYD'S."

The "S" in "POST" leans towards the "T," and there is an
apostrophe after the "D" in "FLOYD'S."

Forgery K-3;

The "S" in POST" leans towards the "T," and there are two small
dots (instead of an apostrophe) between the "D" and "S" in
"FLOYD'S."

There is a large white flaw that is to the right of the man's hair.
(This appears to be a poorly printed modem copy of Forgery J.)

This is a course copy of Forgery N.

Forgery N:

This finely lithographed cut from the 1864 Moens Catalogue has
four small lines to the right of the "PENNY POST" inscription
label.

There are two white outer borders with no diagonal hatch lines.
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The Usage of Carrier Adhesives in Baltimore

Part I
By

Larry Lyons

I do not believe we have had a research article on the postal history of the
Baltimore carrier adhesives in The Penny Post. The last major articles on this subject
were written by Denwood Kelly and were published in The Collectors Club
Philatelist in May 1971 (Volume 50 Number 3) through January 1973 (Volume 52
Number 1). That series of articles also covered all of the Baltimore local posts which
is beyond the scope of this article. This article will attempt to clarify, update and
shed some new light on the Baltimore carrier adhesives through some new extensive
research done by this author.

The "L.M.B."

Baltimore's First Carrier Adhesive

In 1971 this adhesive was still considered a mystery. The first article on this
stamp appeared in Stamps on December 30, 1944 in the column of Harry M.
Konwiser. Konweiser made the mistake of reading the initials as "E.M.B." instead
of "L.M.B." Denwood Kelly continued the problem by repeating Konweiser's
study. Eventually the error was caught and the unique cover with the "L.M.B."
printed initials became a coveted rarity. Denwood Kelly acknowledged his mistake
in later correspondence. The most recent appearance of this cover was in the sale of
the David Golden collection.' See Figure 1. In the lot description we leam that the
initials are those of Livingston M. Bennett, a Baltimore carrier who was appointed to
District 9 on July 12, 1849. The stamp with his initials was issued in 1849 and the
only recorded cover is dated October 21, 1849 and has a Baltimore datestamp of
October 23. Another article on the subject can be found in the Chronicle} As
pointed out by Seott Trepel there is a similarity between the LMB stamp and the
"Words Only" carrier stamps which were to follow in 1850. In ink and paper, the
L.M.B. stamp closely resembles the red on bluish paper earner stamp, ILBl. It is
quite likely that the same printer made both stamps.

Baltimore was among the largest and most active cities in the United States
and was one of only nine cities to issue carrier stamps. The city was divided into 14
districts with 42 carrier stations, three in each district. Between 10 and 23 carriers
were employed. It quickly became obvious to the carrier department that it was not
practical to print the initials of each carrier on different stamps. Carriers would come
and go and there were about 80 different carriers during the 1849-1863 time period.
After the various adhesives came into use some carriers did write their initials in

manuscript on the adhesives to cancel them. Some actually wrote their name.

'  Siege! Auction Galleries, David Golden, November 15-17, 1999, Lot 171.
^ Orders of the Office of the Postmaster General, National Archives, Chronicle 173, Steven
M. Roth, page 19.
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Figure 1. Baltimore's first carrier adhesive with the L.M.B. initials on a
cover dated October 21,1849 and datestamped October 23. The

"L.M.B." initials represent carrier Livingston M. Bennett.
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Figure 2. Local cover with the red on bluish paper "words only" carrier
adhesive, ILBl tied by a post office grid canceller. The docket date on

the cover is October 25,1852.
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Figure 3. A blue on white "words only" carrier adhesive, 1LB3, on a
cover which was delivered locally in Baltimore hy the carrier. The
sender's handstamp indicates they were booksellers at 44 Baltimore

Street.
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Figure 4. A green on white carrier adhesive, 1LB4, tied on a cover dated
January 29, 1859. The author's research records only two examples of

this adhesive on postal stationary.
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The authenticity of the L.M.B. carrier adhesive has been recognized by

collectors and its use on the cover is in the proper time period. The historical
provenance and status as a semi-official carrier stamp are very strong and in my
opinion are reasons to justify the listing of this stamp in the Scott Specialized
Catalogue.

The Research

In preparation for this article, which will be presented in two parts, I
reviewed my auction records. This record is contained in ten binders consisting of
about 2000 pages and has been compiled over a long period of time. It became
immediately evident that many covers are not year dated. Using an analysis of the
Baltimore handstamps which was presented by John Bowman and Wilson Hulme in
March 2004, I was able to identify some year dates or periods but most important, I
was able to find nearly 200 covers with year docketing or year dated contents. The
usage periods found in doing this research are presented in this article.

The "Words Only" Adhesives
The red on bluish paper "Words Only" adhesive was issued in June 1850.

See Figure 2. According to this author's research the earliest surviving dated cover
is from November 1850. The research finds examples used through November of
1855 but predominately they are found used to May 1853. This corresponds with the
administration of Postmaster General Charles T. Maddox who began serving on
May 12, 1849 and whose term expired April 1, 1853. The adhesives were acceptable
after their initial run and this author records 7 covers used sporadically into 1858
with the red on bluish paper adhesive.

According to this author's research surviving examples of the blue on bluish
paper "Words Only" adhesives are from late August 1853 extending through April
1857 but predominately they are found used to August 1854. This is under the
Administration of Postmaster Colonel Jacob G. Davies who served from April 1,

1853 to March 27, 1857.

According to this author's research the earliest surviving examples of the

blue on white adhesive are from March 1852. See Figure 3. Most of the examples
found are dated through October 1856. Some later uses occur in 1857 and 1858.
This adhesive was under the administration of Postmaster Colonel Jacob G. Davies.

According to this author's research the earliest surviving examples of the
green on white adhesive are from June 1852. But almost all of the uses are from
April 1858 through June 1861. See Figure 4. It is believed that only a small amount
were printed in green in 1852 and because the color was deemed to be unsatisfactory
they were stored and eventually released in 1858.^ The predominant use is under the
administration of Postmaster John G. Morris. This color adhesive is scarce.

According to this authors research the earliest surviving examples of the red
on white adhesive first appear in September 1851 and the latest example 1 record is
in January 1854. This color adhesive was issued under the administration of
Postmaster Charles T. Maddox. The red on white adhesive is scarce.

^ Denwood Kelly, The Carrier Service in Baltimore Prior to 1863, The Collectors Club
Philatelist.
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Figure 5. A blue "EYE" carrier adhesive, 1LB6, tied on a cover to
Washington, D.C. The datestamp is February 9, ca. 1859. The U.S. 3 cent

stamp is the dull red Type II (#26).

Figure 6. A red "EYE" carrier adhesive, 1LB7, on a cover to Wheeling,
Virginia. The U.S. 3-cent dull red stamp is the Type I (#25) and is tied by

a blue Type 21 Baltimore datestamp of October 1, 1859.
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The "EYE" Adhesives

It was recorded by Denwood Kelly that the "EYE" adhesives were first
printed in 1856 under the administration of Jacob G. Davies. My research does not
record usage until much later. It is theorized that competition from Grafflin's local
post was strong in 1856 and this cut heavily into the government carrier service. The
red "EYE" adhesives were first used under the administration of Postmaster John G.

Morris whose term began March 27, 1857 and ended April 15, 1861. This author's
research finds the surviving examples of the red "EYE" adhesive predominately
used from February 1859 through Oetober 1859. There are some late usages in 1860.

It is probable that Postmaster Jaeob G. Davies had the blue "EYE"
adhesives issued along with the red "EYE" adhesives. See Eigure 5. This adhesive
saw use until the new "Horseman" adhesive could be issued under Dr. Morris'

administration. This author cannot find any evidence of early use of the blue "EYE"
adhesive. 1 find surviving examples of the blue "EYE" adhesives used from January
1859 through September 1859. The blue "EYE" adhesive is scarce on cover.

A red "EYE" adhesive is shown in Figure 6.

Summary
This author was able to find 67 "Words Only" dated letters and 50 "EYE"

dated letters which were used to produce the results indicated in this article.
Although the "EYE" adhesives are attributed to an 1856 date of printing they did not
see aetual verifiable usage until mueh later, perhaps not until January 1859. This
author's research finds the "Words Only" blue on bluish adhesive being used in
1856 and into early 1857. This author's research also finds the blue on white "Words
Only" adhesive being used in 1856.

1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 1856 1857 1858 1859 1860 1861 1862

ILBl _ _ __

1LB2 _

1LB3 _ _ _ _ _

1LB4

1LB5 _

1LB6 _ _

1LB7 _

1LB8 _ _ _ _

1LB9 -- -

- = confirmed usages

... = possible usages, uneonfirmed

Figure 7. Author's chart of his findings of the usage periods of various
Baltimore carrier adhesives.
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The author would like to hear about "EYE" adhesives used properly on
letters in 1856 or 1857. Part 11 of this article will show anything received from the
readers of this article. Part 11 will concentrate on the Baltimore "Horseman"

adhesives, the error stamps and their period of usage.
A chart of the results of the research done by this author is shown in Figure

7.

The L.M.B. adhesive on cover should be listed in the Scott Specialized
Catalogue.
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A List of Carrier Stamps and Private Posts
by State and City

By

John D. Bowman and Clifford J. Alexander

The collecting field of carriers and locals is broad, and no one can hope to
obtain an example of every variety since many are rare or unique. For that reason,
collectors sometimes choose to collect the emissions of a particular local or carrier
post, or all the issues of a city or state. The table below lists carriers and locals by
state and city, with Scott Specialized Catalogue of U.S. Stamps & Covers numbers
used. The dates noted are from the Larry Lyons' "Identifier for Carriers, Locals,
Fakes, Forgeries and Bogus Posts of the United States," Vols. I-III (1998) and the
2009 Specialized Catalogue. These dates are not firm, so readers should submit
comments.

In the following table, stamps issued by Post Office appointed mail carriers
or by city Post Offices for use by their Carrier Departments are designated as
"Carrier." For stamps issued by private individuals or firms, we have used other
designations. Local posts are those which collected / delivered mail within a
particular city. Independent Mail refers to companies whose primary business was
inter-city carriage of mail during the 1839-1845 period before being suppressed.
Express companies handled non-letter mail, money packages or letter mail on routes
that were not designated as official postal routes, or operated after regulations
allowed such supplemental mail carriage as long as U.S. postage was paid.
Institutional refers to private posts in boarding schools or other entities.
Emergency includes adhesives used privately when the US post office could not be
reached by normal routes due to weather or railroad strike. Other includes the
remaining miscellaneous categories listed in the Scott Catalogue. Some items whose
authenticity has been questioned are omitted. It should be noted that other items
could be questioned and some may be philatelic or at least philatelically inspired,
but are included here because they have added interest and invited research and
discussion for many years.

Readers are asked to send questions and comments to the authors at
(jbowman@stx.rr.com).

State City Local Post Scott No. Category Dates

Franklin Carrier LOl Carrier 1851-57

Eagle Carrier L02 Carrier 1851-63

American Letter Mail

Co

5L1-3 Independent
Mail

1844-45

Brainard & Co 24L1-2 Independent
Mail

1844-55

Hale & Co 75L1-5 Independent
Mail

1842-45
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State City Local Post Scott No. Category Dates

Letter Express 96L1-4 Independent
Mail

1844

Overton & Co 113L1 Independent
Mail

1844-45

Pomeroy's Letter
Express

117L1-7 Independent
Mail

1844

CA Wells, Fargo and Co 143L1-

143LU3

Express 1861-88

CA California Penny Post
Co

34L1-

34LU15

Express 1855-56

CA Fresno Bicycle Mail Route 12L1-12LU2 Institutional 1894

CA San Francisco California City Letter
Express

33L1-8 Local 1864-66

CA San Francisco Carnes' City Letter
Express

35L1-8 Local 1864

CA San Francisco Gahagan & Howe
City Express

70L1-4 Local 1849-70

CA San Francisco Wm. E. Loomis

Letter Express

98L1 Local 1868

CA San Francisco Private Post Office 123LU1-LU3 Local 1864

CA San Francisco Public Letter Office 125LU1-LU4 Local 1864

CA San Francisco Reed's City Despatch
Post

126L1-2 Local 1853-54

CT Fiartford Hartford, Conn. Mail
Route

80L1-3 Independent
Mail

1844-45

DC Washington One Cent Despatch 112L1 Local 1856

DE Wilmington Roche's City Dispatch 129L1 Local 1850

IL Chicago Allen's City Dispatch 3L1-4 Local 1882-83

IL Chicago Brady & Cos Penny
Post

23L1 Local 1860
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IL Chicago Bronson & Forbes

City Express
27L1-2 Local 1855

IL Chicago Chicago Penny Post 38L1 Local 1862

IL Chicago Floyd's Penny Post 68L1-3 Local 1860-62

IL Chicago McMillan's City
Dispatch Post

lOOLl Local 1855

IL Chicago Moody's Penny
Dispatch

llOLl Local 1856-57

IL Chicago Whittelsey's Express 146L1 Local 1857

KY LouisvilleWharton's

USPO Despatch
5LB1 Carrier 1854-57

KY LouisvilleBrown &

McGill's USPO Desp
5LB2-3 Carrier 1858

LA New Orleans City Dispatch Post
Office

43L1-2 Local 1847

LA New Orleans Mason's New Orleans

City Expr
102L1-2 Local 1850-57

LA New Orleans Menant & Co's

Express
104L1 Local 1853-55

MA Boston Boston Penny Post 3LB1-2 Carrier 1849-54

MA Boston Barnard's City Letter
Express

7L1-2 Local 1845

MA Boston Cheever & Towle 37L1 Local 1849-51

MA Boston Flill's Post 81L1 Local 1849

MA Boston W. Wyman 149L1 Independent
Mail

1844

MA Milford Flopedale Penny Post 84L1-4 Institutional 1849

MD Baltimore Baltimore Post Office

Despatch
lLBl-9 Carrier 1850-57

MD Baltimore City One Cent
Dispatch

47L1 Local 1851

MD Baltimore Cook's Dispatch 51L1 Local 1853

MD Baltimore Davis's Penny Post 57L1 Local 1856

MD Baltimore Grafflin's Baltimore

Despatch
73L1 Local 1856
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MD Baltimore Johnson & Go's City
Despatch

90L1 Local 1848

MD Baltimore Mearis' City Despatch
Post

103L1-6 Local 1846-47

MD Baltimore One Cent Despatch 112L2 Local 1856

MD Baltimore Ricketts & Hall 127L1 Local 1857

MD Baltimore Stringer & Morton's
City Desp

134L1 Local 1850-51

MD Baltimore Wood & Co City
Despatch

148L1 Local 1856-57

ME Portland Prince's Letter

Dispatch
122L1 Local 1861

MO St. Louis US Penny Post 8LB1-2 Carrier 1851

MO St. Louis City Dispatch 42L1 Local 1851

MO St. Louis Clark & Hall 49L1 Local 1851

MO St. Louis St. Louis City
Delivery Co

131L1 Local 1883

MO St. Louis Smith & Stephens
City Delivery

158L1 Local ?

MO St. Louis Squier & Co City
Letter Disp

132L1-4 Local 1859-60

NJ Atlantic City Faunce's Penny Post 152L1 Local 1885

NJ Atlantic City Hackney & Bolte
Penny Post

153L1 Local 1886-87

NJ Bayonne City Bayonne City
Dispatch

9L1-9LU1 Local 1883

NJ Camden Jenkins' Camden

Dispatch
89L1-3 Local 1853-61

NJ Millville Bradway's Despatch 21L1 Local 1857

NJ Newark City Letter Express
Mail

45L1-2 Local 1856

NJ Newark Rogers' Penny Post 162L1 Local 1856

NV Humboldt Express 86L1 Express 1863

NY Brooklyn Brooklyn City
Express Post

28L1-7 Local 1855-64
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NY Brooklyn Bush's Brooklyn City
Express

157L1 Local 1848-50

NY Brooklyn Jones' City Express 91L1 Local 1845

NY Brooklyn Kidder's City Express
Post

93L1 Local 1847-53

NY Brooklyn Ledger Dispatch 95L1 Local 1882-83

NY Brooklyn Robison & Co 128L1 Local 1855-56

NY Brooklyn Walton & Co's City
Express

142L1 Local 1846-47

NY Buffalo Cutting's Despatch
Post

56L1 Local 1847

NY Buffalo Spaulding's Penny
Post

156L1-2 Local 1848-49

NY Chester Westervelt's Post 144L1-LU5 Local 1863-65

NY Glen Haven Glen Haven Daily
Mail

71L1-4 Institutional 1854-58

NY New York US City Despatch
Post

6LB1-7 Carrier 1842-46

NY New York US Mail 6LB9-11 Carrier 1849-50

NY New York Adams City Express
Post

2L2-4 Local 1850-53

NY New York Bentley's Dispatch lOLl-2 Local 1856(?)

NY New York Berford & Co's

Express
llLl-4 Express 1851-54

NY New York Blizzard Mail 163L1 Emergency 1888

NY New York Franklin City
Despatch Post

16L1 Local 1847

NY New York Bouton's Manhattan

Express
17L1 Local 1847

NY New York Bouton's City
Dispatch Post

18L1-2 Local 1848-49

NY New York Boyce's City Express
Post

19L1 Local 1852

NY New York Boyd's City Express 20L1-LU54 Local 1844-83

NY New York Brady & Co 22L1 Local 1857

NY New York Broadway Post Office 26L1-2 Local 1848-60

NY New York Brown's City Post 31L1-5 Local 1877

MI Detroit Bury's City Post 32L1-2 Local 1857-61

NY New York City Despatch Post 40L1-8 Local 1842-48
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NY New York City Dispatch 160L1 Local 1846-56?

NY New York City Mail Co 46L1 Local 1845

NY New York Clark & Co 48L1 Local 1857

NY New York Clarke's Circular

Express

50LU1-2 Local 1865-67

NY New York Cornwell's Madison

Square PO
52L1-2 Local 1856-57

NY New York Crosby's City Post 54L1 Local 1870-71

NY New York Cumming's City Post 55L1-8 Local 1844-47

NY New York Douglas' City
Despatch

59L1-6 Local 1879

NY New York Dupuy & Schenck 60L1-2 Local 1846-47

NY New York East River Post

Office

62E1-4 Local 1852-65

NY New York Eighth Avenue Post
Office

63L1 Local 1852-54

NY New York Empire City Dispatch 64L1 Local 1881

NY New York Essex Letter Express 65L1 Local 1856

NY New York Gordon's City
Express

72L1-3 Local 1848-52

NY New York Hall & Mills'

Despatch Post

76L1 Local 1847

NY New York Hanford's Pony
Express

78L1 Local 1845-50

NY New York A. M. Hinkley's
Express Co

82L1 Local 1855

NY New York Roman's Empire
Express

83L1 Local 1852

NY New York Hussey's Post 87L1-LUP3 Local 1854-89

NY New York Jefferson Market PO 88L1-2 Local 1851

NY New York Kurtz Union

Despatch Post
94L1 Local 1853

NY New York Mclntire's City
Express Post

99L1 Local 1859-60

NY New York Mercantile Library
Association

105L1-LU1 Other 1870-75

NY New York Messenkope's Union
Square PO

106L1-2 Local 1849-50

NY New York Metropolitan Errand
& Carrier

107L1-LU1 Local 1855
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NY New York Metropolitan Post
Office

108L1-5 Local 1852-53

NY New York G. A. Mills' Despatch
Post

109L1 Local 1847-48

NY New York New York City
Express Post

lllLl-2 Local 1847

NY New York Pinkney's Express
Post

115L1 Local 1851

NY New York Price's City Express 119L1-3 Local 1857-58

NY New York Price's Eighth Avenue
PO

120L1 Local 1854

NY New York Russell 8th Ave. Post

Office

130L1-4 Local 1854-58

NY New York Smith's City Express
Post

168L1 Local 1858-61

NY New York Swarfs City Dispatch
Post

136L1-17 Local 1847-57

NY New York Third Avenue Post

Office

139L1-8 Local 1855

NY New York Union Post 140L3-4 Local 1846

NY New York Union Square Post
Office

141L1-3 Local 1852-54

NY Rochester Hoyf s Letter Express 85L1 Independent
Mail

1844

NY Staten Island Staten Island Express
Post

133L1-2 Local 1849-50

OH Barnesville Friend's Boarding
School

151L1 Institutional 1877-84

OH Cincinnati William's City Post 9LB1 Carrier 1854

OH Cincinnati Baker's City Express
Post

6L1 Local 1849-51

OH Cincinnati Browne & Cos City
Post Office

29L1-2 Local 1852-54

OH Cincinnati Cincinnati City
Delivery

39L1 Local 1883

OH Cincinnati Frazer & Co 69L1-8 Local/Carrier 1845-53

OH Cincinnati Sullivan's Dispatch
Post

135L1-3 Local 1853

OH Cleveland Bishop's City Post lOLBl-2 Carrier 1854
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OH Cleveland Kellogg's Penny Post 92L1 Local 1853-54

PA Easton Browne's Easton

Despatch
30L1-3 Local 1857

PA Frankford Deming's Penny Post 58L1 Local 1854

PA Lancaster Barr's Penny Dispatch 8L1-2 Local 1855

PA Philadelphia Philadelphia USPO
Paid

7LB1-18 Carrier 1849-52

PA Philadelphia A. W. Auner's

Despatch Post
154L1 Local 1851

PA Philadelphia Blood, D. 0., & Co 15L1-LU10 Local 1842-61

PA Philadelphia Brigg's Despatch 25L1-6 Local 1848-49

PA Philadelphia G. Carter's Despatch 36L1-LU1 Local 1848-52

PA Philadelphia City Dispatch 41L1 Local 1860

PA Philadelphia City Express Post 44L1-3 Local 1844-46

PA Philadelphia Clinton's Penny Post 161L1 Local 1848-50

PA Philadelphia Cressman & Cos

Penny Post
53L1-2 Local 1856

PA Philadelphia Eagle City Post 61L1-4 Local 1847-52

PA Philadelphia Guy's City Despatch 74L1-2 Local 1879

PA Philadelphia T. A. Hampton City
Dispatch

77L1-2 Local 1847-49

PA Philadelphia George S. Harris City
Despatch

79L1-2 Local 1847(?)

PA Philadelphia J. A. Howell's City
Despatch

165L1 Local 184?

PA Philadelphia Morton's Post 167L1 Local (?)

PA Philadelphia Philadelphia
Despatch Post

115L1 Local 1842
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PA Philadelphia Priest's Despatch 121L1-9 Local 1851

PA Philadelphia Spence & Brown
Express Post

159L1-2 Local 1847-48

PA Philadelphia Teese & Co Penny
Post

137L1 Local 1852

PA Philadelphia Telegraph Despatch
PO

138L1-2 Local 1848-49

PA Pittsburgh Zieber's One Cent

Dispatch
150L1 Local 1851

PA Westtown Westtown 145L1-2 Institutional 1853-67

RI Providence Providence Despatch 124L1 Local 1849

SC Charleston Honour's City
Express

4LB1-12 Carrier 1849-60

SC Charleston Kingman's City Post 4LB14-15 Carrier 1851-58

SC Charleston Martin's City Post 4LB16 Carrier 1858

SC Charleston Beckman's City Post 4LB17 Carrier 1860

SC Charleston Steinmeyer's City
Post

4LB18-21 Carrier 1858-59

VA Richmond Magic Letter Express lOlLl-2 Local 1865
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Phenomenal.
Our Website Is Always Changing. Shop Onr

Auction & Hundreds of Stamps In Full Color!

By the way, you can view
our latest giant price list at
our site...or send for it by

mail. It's free!

UltUhJ. }IUKM\ t (0
fi

S. KV

U.S. Revenue Stamps
Penny Post readers can relax in the comfort of their home and review one of

the world's largest stocks of revenue stamps at our Internet web site. Ixtcals and
Carriers are there, too!

But wait, there's morel Our very large web site is one of philately's most exciting.
It's full of entertaining full-color graphics and up-to-date information on the revenue
stamp world. /\nd it changes all the timc...so one visit is never enough.

Scott listed revenues, embossed & stamper! paper, beer stamps, taxpaid rev
enues, possessions revenues, proofs & essays, local stamps, and philatelic literature.
America's finest stock. Write, call or visit t)ur site to get our latest price list or send your
want list for custom approvals tailored to your needs.

P.O. Box 728 . Leesport PA 19533-0728
(610) 926-6200 • Fax: (610) 926-0120

Email: eric@revenuer.com A

www.ericjackson.com



When the most valuable collections of

Carriers and Locals are sold,
one firm is chosen again and again.

s

When David Golden decided on the firm to handle his collection

of Carriers and Locals—the largest and most valuable ever sold—he
chose Siegel Auction Galleries.

When Richard Schwartz, past president of the Carriers and
Locals society, decided to sell his massive collection, he chose the
Siegel firm.

And, when the Hall family looked for an auction firm with the
ability to sell one of the most important collections of Carriers and
Locals ever assembled, they chose the Siegel firm.

Our knowledge, relationships with collectors, and state-of-the-art
presentation (print and digital) qualify us above all others to handle
collections of Carriers and Locals.

Buying or selling, it makes sense to deal with the leader.

AUCTION GALLERIES, INC.

www.siegelauctions.com

60 East 56lh Street, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10022
Phone (212) 753-6421 Fax (212) 753-6429 E-mail: stamps@siegelauctions.com




